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CHAPTER II

THE WOE OF SEPARATION

Sunetra threw herself in her job for her only to work and earn money are objects of 

life. In the mean time her result of B.A. Part-I came, she passed it with 67% which added sugar 

in the joy of her brother’s result. Two years of probation completed   without   noticing. Her 

sincerity proved with her the order of continuation. She was relaxed at   some extent because 

economically she was sound and she could provide   everything to her brother and his study. She 

appeared for B.A. Part-II again in the same way she collected all study material for preparation 

of second year. In the school she achieved a fame of best teacher and in society she became an 

ideal sister. Her devotion on both grounds proves fruitful. Her brother passed H.S.C. with 89% 

and her happiness had no boundaries she really tested the life’s joy.  Kuldeep had brought grand 

success to him and her sister who was doing everything for him. Now she made all necessary 

documents clear which are necessary for admission of medical college.

She helped Kuldeep in filling the admission form. After applying he got the admission 

at G.M.C.Nagpur. She was relaxed when he was admitted on hostel. His routine started and 

Sunetra again became alone. Her home remembered her all members living there. She dumped 

her in school work and study of B.A.III.  Without failing she fulfilled her responsibilities for her 

brother. After four years Kuldeep completed internal ship and become a doctor and joined as 

medical officer at Nasik. She was very happy and her staff members were insisting her to marry 

up to this she was rejecting their advice on the reason of Kuldeeps education but now it was the 

over episode.

One day breaking news of Kuldeeps marriage broke her heart without noticing or 

informing her he married with a Dr. Kavita who was his classmate. This was shocking news for 

her   she couldn’t control herself. For brothers sake she did everything, became his guardian and 

he forget her in a very short period it was unfortunate thing for her. Her sister, friends and staff 

member consoles her. They increase her courage and try to relax her. But she was totally 
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disturbed.  Two- three years passed and her brothers never try to communicate her nor he 

established any nothing for the sake of him. She devotes everything for his sake. She completed 

her duty in absence of her parents but he failed in the duty of younger brother. For the first she 

realized how the world around her is selfish and carless for other. Self orientation of Kuldeep 

come into sight as a sign of use and throw tendency of modern generation. She was only living, 

earning and looked after Kuldeep. She forgot her own life for his sake.   She lost all courage and 

power to face with difficulties and problems of life. The flashes back of past memories never 

allow her to live in a peaceful way. She herself was trying to control on the present 

circumstances. But it became very difficult her to overtake all these past reminiscences.

In the mean time she appeared for M. A. Part-I Marathi exam. Life is going on and once 

she went to a book stall to buy books where one young man was present to buy the same books 

of Marathi lit.  He was in relation with one of her colleagues.  They introduce one another 

himself who was a teacher of science at Dist. place in Nagpur in private school and interest in 

Marathi lit asked him to read novel, poems, essays and drams in it. The likings in lit brought 

together. The love at first sight leads them to marriage bond. With permission of her elder sister 

she married Sunay in the court in a very simple ceremony. Like all Indian girls she had many 

dreams about marriage but for the sake her brother’s education she denied all of them. Luck 

offers her pains, agonies, suffering and frustration. God becomes somewhat pity for her and 

offered her his blessing family unit with sending best partner for her. Both were very happy they 

were made for each other.

They come into everyone’s as sight most suitable couple. She had a great respect for

Sunay who become like a deity for her like every Indian women. With her sister and brother-in-

law she made a preliminary preparation of marriage. She was not interested in such things were 

not very much important for her. But for sisters insist her to do all these things. In her life she 

only took responsibilities and a splendid delight came to her. She was pleased what was going 

and in the vacuum of life there was no other alternative.

The day aroused when the prince of her dream appeared to her home and brought her to 

the dist. Court where the essential formalities were performed.  Legally they were decaled as 

husband and wife. The relatives gathered at court congratulate them. The newly married couple 

is enjoying the blessings of elders and best wishes of the gathered. The beauty of Sunetra was on 
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the peak of its height. On that she spent a long time dressing herself. She wore best sari which 

had been bought for court marriage, purple coloured pure silk big flower and leaves   of pearls 

stitched on it. Sunay watched her and was awestruck. She wore red chhappls which had high 

platform soles and cutout toes with silver belts. Also she pit on her jewelry- a heavy gold 

necklace and long earrings and nine bangles of gold  and plain green  glass Bengals  – her silky, 

shining  and smooth hair  and wound it round with a fresh chain of jasmine, applied the red mark 

on her forehead and finally even a little lipstick on  her lips. Her eyes were shining and her 

lipstick, her gold, her jasmine, her shampoo, compact face powder, spray and gave her an almost 

opulent effect.  Her sister and other relatives never saw her in this beautiful mode, so were 

surprised.

Sunay was wearing kosa silk shirt and trousers. He was a smart fellow whose happiness 

reflected from his sun-bright face. He was a through gentleman. His confidence, maturity and 

wisdom were reflecting by his activities.  He was very happy and he felt proud as they walked 

towards the court for completing the formalities in the procedure of court marriage. On one table 

in the office the officer completed the necessary things essential for completion of the marriage 

and then declares them as husband and wife. Within the group of their relatives they were 

puzzled and eager to look at one another.  All were very happy and now time came to say 

goodbye to her sister, sister-in-law, uncles, aunts and friends. She was weeping at the time of 

partition and in mind remembering her dearest brother Kuldeep who was   bodily away from but 

in mind he was with her. Very sadly she took see off to all gathered from her side.  The hands of 

goodbye raise and once again she left her people to make the new relations of in-laws. For it was 

again God who  offered an opportunity to formulate new life.  For Sunetra it was for the first 

time to change her place and people.  In her mind numbers of thoughts were impending. Her 

eyes were full of tears and heart was heavy. It was the warm hand of Sunay who hold her when 

she was becoming unconscious. With the thought of separation she was upset.

Sunay, his brother, brother-in-law, and two friends were waiting for the newly married 

couple. They were also eager to take the bride at their home. They were talking about the newly 

married couple and appreciating the courage of Sunetra’s fulfillment   of responsibilities in her 

early life. His brother said, “Really Sunay was a fortunate guy who gets a suitable match in the 

name of Sunetra.” his brother and his friends were well wishers of Sunay. All were surprised 
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when they saw Sunetra was losing her conscious. It was Sunay who supported her while she was 

failing down. It is first incident in the life of Sunetra that someone offered his hold up to her. She 

for the foremost realized there is someone who is observing her and ready to proffer his help.

Sunay took Sunetra by holding her hand near to Innova which he had brought to take her 

for his home. On their way of Sunay, brother and his friends were talking and Sunetra was 

speechless. Sunetra was recall all her past; numbers of things were coming in the glimpses which 

reminds her father, mother, sister who were not alive but exist in the heart. With passage of time 

a lot of things were before time drop out. She was only thinking of her brother Kuldeep who 

forget hundred percent fail to remember her. A person for whom she devote her life, aim and 

education he by no means tried to remember her. In her wits   she had pardon him. But her heart 

was wounded and not permitting her to stop thinking about him.  For her only question, was 

things were so easy to overcome from blood relations? How her brother was cruel who didn’t 

care to meet or not remain present at her wedding. Her way of thinking was interrupted by the 

call of Sunay who was asking her to drink water if she was not keeping well but she only nodded 

her head and her offers a bar of Cadbury and smile came to her lips and she accepted his sweet 

gift of love.  He tried to ask her many questions with which she was engaged and stopped the 

remembrance of flashback. It was very essential for her to stop the past episode.

They were really made for each other. In the name of Sunay, Sunetra got perfect match. 

Really destinies offer her blessings upon her.  At the moment she was on the extreme point of 

happiness. She had closed her and once again trying to reach in past it was the voice of Sunay 

who was requesting her wake up because they were near to their city and she must ready to enter 

in her in-laws home as a newly wedded bride of Sunay.

As soon as his converse completed   they were in front of their home where everyone 

present there was eagerly waiting for the car of newly wedded couple.  The whole building of 

their residence was decorated like a bride, every where the long garland of red rose were used to 

decorate the walls. Beautifully stitched rows of mango green leaves were attached on the 

entrance front door in between the bright yellow coloured the petals of flowers of marigold were

spread for increasing its purity and beauty . In front of the central door a big colourful sanskar 

bharti   Rangoli for welcoming the new bride. Rangoli increased the effects of reflection Indian 

culture.  On the whole building the rows of electric bulbs were glittering and the lines of 
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welcome really in welcoming her. Senior women in the family were standing with keeping the 

silver plate (dish) which contains the silver lamps of pure ghee with cotton wind gout, kum kum,

grains of rice, betel nut (supari), golden ring and water in one silver vessel.            

There was preparation of grand ceremony to welcome; the whole way of entrance was 

covered with the petals of rose with decent fragrance. She was surprised with such warm 

greeting. On the frame of the front door the iron vessel with gains of rice were kept and she was 

asked to trickle it swiftly so that the rice would spread and ceremony of welcoming bride will 

start realistically. Her mother-in-law was standing on the front; she applied kumkum( turmeric 

processed powder turned to red ) to Sunetra’s forehead. Flowers   were   spread all over to 

complete the ceremony of   welcome. Sunetra never had such type of experience and she was 

surprised with such honour of welcome. Their home was crowded by many relatives, small 

children, women were very eager to see her face. She took blessing of elders and best wishes 

from younger.  She was now entered in the room of Sunay where she took a breath of relief. But 

within a minute her sister in law appeared there to warn her that in the evening the family is 

celebrating a reception party and she had to prepare herself for it. In the meantime her eyes were 

searching for Sunay,    who was disappeared from half an hour. But she couldn’t ask it directly. 

In the mean time her mother-in-law entered in the room, in her hand she was carrying a tray in 

which she kept green coloured banrasi shaloo(special saree made for wedding  ), necklace of 

gold with earrings and ring, green coloured bangles, beautiful rows of jasmine flowers and some 

necessary things which she may require for bridal makeup.  With the help of her sister-in-law she 

completed her makeup.

Her eternal beauty was reflecting in the costume of new bride. At the same time Sunay 

appeared in the room he was wearing beautifully weaved sherwani of red coloured with cream 

coloured chusti, he was looking like prince. His smartness is reflecting Sunetra’s   eyes were 

blazed wide spread while looking at him. It was a bright night of reception for newly maaried  

couple. Thousands of people were invited for dinner and to bless the newly wedded couple. All 

the gathered were offering their blessings and praising to the beauty of   bride and smartness of 

bridegroom. Royal reception of that night was always in the memory.

When they returned home from the reception hall once again all young members of 

family was busy in decorating the room for newly wedded couple. It was the night for which 
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both of them were very unique. Many of them were teasing the bridegroom. The whole room 

was well decorated with red rose; special net of jasmine flowers was prepared   like and it is 

hanged   like mosquito net, on the wooden coat a beautiful bed sheet was spread which was 

totally covered with the flowers of pink rose. In the room a fragrance of flower increasing the 

romantic atmosphere, Sunetra was feeling shame   before all the gathered family members at the 

same time her elder sister-in-law came with a   large silver glass of milk and in her teasing tone 

asked all the gathering to leave the room. Her eyes were joking to Sunay.    

Everyone was in the mood of enjoying a special occasion of the first night of the new 

couple. Both Sunay and   Sunetra were very eager to share/ express their feeling with one 

another.  But no one is ready by one all leaving the room. They felt both alone and supreme. 

Outside the room noise of speaking, crying children and bark of dogs. Every girl has a dream of 

first night of their marriage and Sunetra was not an exceptional. In her life she had no such type 

of expectation but Sunay was the person who brought this change in her life.  Both were truly 

made for each other and were trying to become a perfect match for one another. On the next day 

they were busy in worships and then they visited two temples in the city.  In the meanwhile both 

were trying to know each other. When they returned home many relatives were ready to go for 

their places.

As per instruction of her mother-in-law Sunetra tried to adjust it in her new house hold. 

She was trying at her best to follow the customs and traditions of her new home. She was trying 

to become an ideal daughter-in-law. From the very first she tried    at her best to new life style in 

the new home.  As per instruction of her mother-in-law, she bathed early and went into the room 

of mother- in-law and took blessings of her and requested as she wanted to know what was her 

duty and responsibility.  Her mother-in-law showered her blessings and made her aware with the 

household. She told Sunetra about the detailed schedule of the other members in the family. In 

the meantime her sister-in-law (Sunays brothers wife Nirmal) enter in the room and  she told her 

all the other detailed of her as new bride what were the things which were expected from her . 

Sunetras new day of marriage started with new way. From the worship of God she started her 

day. She worshiped God with great faith, cleaned the different figures of deity and applied 

turmeric powder then offered flowers. Very skillfully she decorated the wooden temple which 

became first cause of appreciation by all members in the family. Then kitchen for breakfast was 
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waiting for her. She was welcomed by her mother-in-law (Vimala). As per direction of    mother-

in-law she prepared the dish of Indian rice flex in a traditional way. At the same time her niece 

(Rosy) of five years entered and declared as she wouldn’t like the dish prepared by her new 

aunty. She faced this new challenge by preparing sweet dish for her. Her recipe became a thing 

of appreciation by everyone. When her husband and his brother were out of kitchen after taking 

tea then she relaxed. Afternoon lunch preparation was the new task to finish her. What her 

mother-in-law asked “what she had to prepare for lunch”? In new home she was frightened like a 

young child lost in the fair but with collecting courage to find the new way for her new life. Her 

mother in-law said, “Whatever easy for you to cook she could” with help of sister-in- law she 

prepares the dishes. The same time came at evening meal but then she had some idea from 

morning with which she handled the situation.

Sunetra was   a clever girl to do all household but it was home of in-law and to bore 

roots in new place is very difficult even for a plant and she was a girl who had faced number of 

challenges in early life.  New home, new people, new situation, new city, and new life style she 

was trying to adjust the life conditions.  Always it is for girl who had to suffer in the patriarchal 

society where everything of sacrifice was asked to do by her. No women in Indian society could 

be escaped from this condition. But life of girl like Sunetra was not as easy which she was 

thinking. Some days went in happy and joyful way. But as the time passes she realized which 

type of people she had in their family. Whenever she was alone she thought about her past in 

which circumstance she was lived. She memorized her father and mother and thought if they 

were alive how much happy they were. Her sister, Subhasini was the only one live thread from 

her parental side and cell phone was the medium with which she could communicate her. It was 

her sister who played the role of mother whatever which Sunetra wished to share. From her 

paternal side Subhasini was adopting all the necessary customs. She and her husband became all 

most her parents.

The newly married couple was on the highest peak of cheeriness. They love one another 

very much. Sunay never like to live away from her. Up to this time what Sunetra experienced 

was adjustment and suffering. What is mean by pleasure she realized. For a sensitive girl like 

Sunetra it was a difficult task. She had spent a long span of her lifetime at maternal place in rural 

area. The family background in   comparison was on the supreme opposite ends. For her only her 
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sister to share feelings. Her brother whom she loved like mother was became unknown person.     

But in mind she was remembering her younger brother to whom she invited for court marriage 

but he was not even care to present the ceremony.   After completing that academic session she 

resigned the post of teacher with heavy heart she joined the service as a need of family and now 

she was leaving as a newly weeded bride of Sunay.

A new life started when she entered in the family of Jadhav. Sunay was a guy living in 

joint family of his Sunetra was trying to adjust at her best. Day by day she was learning new 

lessons of household. Her in-laws, brother-law and sister-in-law were her new family members.  

In the metropolitan city like Nagpur she was learning new lessons of existence.

The calendar of the year was changing its months. Sunay was busy in his school and Sunetra was 

busy in the household and in leisure time reading books, news papers and other books which 

came from city library. It was a time of early morning she woke up and she feeling of omitting 

and weakness which not allow her to do anything. Sunay wake and saw how faint she was! All 

members gathered in their room and restless for her health. His mother and his sister-in-law 

recognized the main reason for her condition. Both make fun of Sunay as he would become a 

father. He was puzzled and declared that he wouldn’t go in to the school on that day. Sunetra was 

very tired and also expected that her husband should with her in that situation.

No one allow her to do any work, they helped her and took care of her. Not a single drop 

of water was going in her throat whatever she tried to eat her body threw. Morning sickness and 

nausea   is a very common symptom of pregnancy.

In the evening Sunay took her to the gynecologist, Dr. Kulkarni who was well known in the 

region for diagnosis and appropriate treatment. When the Dr. listen all the symptoms from 

Sunetra and check her. She advised one test which would determine the confirmation of 

pregnancy. Immediately the test was done. Dr. Kulkarni who was familiar with Sunay, said, 

“Congratulate Mr. Jadhav, good news for you both you are going to become parents! It is the 

happiest moment for any married couple when gynecologist said the above words. It takes no 

time for these happy feelings to be converted in to worries when she started explaining about 

do’s and don’ts for next period of eight months. “No Chinese food, lesser traveling, lesser 

exertions, nutritious diet, proper exercise, regular check-ups and by adding a long list of 

instructions with several medicines and months of curiosity .But take care of Sunetra who is very 
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weak and added as the responsibility of him is now increased”. She prescribed some 

multivitamins and tonics to take and asked to visit the dispensary regularly.

To become a mother is an expectation of every Indian mother and Sunetra was not an 

exception. When she heard from the doctor her joy had no bound and the same feelings for 

Sunay, who was unable to express his emotions which were full of excitement and delight. She 

was experiencing the feelings of becoming mother and at the same time ashamed. Mix 

experience made her to forget all the bitter past memories. When they came home all members 

were waiting for them.  When   they heard the good news became very happy and pat on the 

back of them. The atmosphere changed into new mood. She sent a letter to her sister and wrote 

about her pregnancy, she remembered her mother many time if she was alive how she became 

happy!  And how she should care her and praise. Her eyes were full of tears at the same time 

Sunay entered in the bed room where she was sitting he said,” now you shall not to weep, you 

have to remain happy for our baby. He is expecting a beautiful daughter like her so she must 

remain cheerful. He will keep her happy always so she shall not worry about future. ”. He was 

very close to her and wants to kiss her but she was run away from him. He   promised her to take 

care of her.

Her mother-in-law entered into to call them for supper. After eating all associate   and 

talking on number of issues but center of all was the new coming guest which made Sunetra to 

feel ashamed. But the love of family increased her courage to face the new state in her life.  Two 

months passed in great care and share for Sunetra. She was on the supreme level of contentment. 

She was expecting   and this feeling enriched other member and they were taking care of her. 

What she like and what not her mother-in-law and sister-in-law looking her and ready to fulfill 

her desire. In well educated family she had that experience was very special.

Next morning was a very fine for her but suffering of morning sickness  made her 

somewhat uneasy Sunetra impatiently asked Sunay, “ why it takes nine months , dear?? We are 

living in modern age of technical revolution and traveling round the world is possible within a 

day, one can have his breakfast in one country and lunch in another region of universe and 

supper in new province prepared by same steward and from same restaurant, why it still takes 

nine months?” he answered,” my darling it is very simple nine women together cannot make a 

baby within a month.”  It was a time to laugh for her and dimple chin increased her expression of 
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joy. For Sunay it was a time of deep introspection and thought, had the baby been handed over to 

them over night, would we be in a real position to cater to the needs of the baby physically, 

emotionally and financially? He answered himself ---- negatively.

Health of mother is prime important and she has to gulp food, no matter she likes or not. 

Her day begin with protein biscuits, eggs white and a cup of milk. Apart from daal, chawal, sabji, 

roti, she has to maintain schedule and keep place for fruits, nuts, soups, sprouts, salads and 

medicines even. She has to take care of her weight, hemoglobin levels, protein and calcium 

intake and much more. All these things have to be done for almost eight months to deliver a 

healthy baby. This cannot be possible in overnight. This might be an answered for why nine 

months?

Regular treatment and loving atmosphere in the home made healthy to Sunetra.  Her 

natural beauty rose with the luster of becoming mother. She was passing from the experience of 

becoming a mother for the first time the whole thing was new for her but she was enjoying 

become a mother. Sunay was very prompt in his duties very punctually he was performing his 

work. For him loving and caring Sunetra was a thing of new practice. To become a mother is 

new adventure for her she was worried about baby’s health. To become a father is new 

experience for Sunay, he was somewhat puzzled and tried to do number of things which he read, 

observe from relatives. He knew   Sunetra was a lover of reading so he decided he would bring 

many good books for her. The books contain the biographies of great leaders, scientists, women 

social workers, novels written in Marathi, Hindi as well as English, yoga, and number of popular 

writers presented their home through their manuscript. He wanted to keep her happy and healthy 

so doing all the best for having that.  Sunetra spends her leisure time in enjoying delicious feast 

of best books .She was unaware about changes in their bodies, their relationships and her ability 

of becoming mother. Motherhood is a permanent transformation for a woman who will go to turn 

into mother no chance of becoming former.     

To become a mother is an event so permanent and transforming that could not come with 

some anxiety, worry ambivalence or wondering.

“I hope and pray, you feel like you belong.

I never want you to feel, like you are alone,

I hope I make you proud that I am your mother every day.
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Because you have filled my dreams, in more ways, than words can say.

It won’t be long before. I can look you in the eyes.

I can feel the excitement growing;

I know I am going to cry. Don’t worry my angel; those tears will be of joy.

It won’t matter to me, if you are a girl or a boy”.

Except all, she was intensely upset somewhat in womb she had to cross many and different 

movements in the long journey of nine months without the guidance of her mother who loved her 

very much. She was missing mother in those days very much. Her husband, mother-in-law and 

sister-in-law were ready to care and attend her but she feared from uncertainty, why? She did not 

know but some intuition of her mind was signaling as some bad news may hurt them.

But destiny could not become quiet when Sunetra was enjoying  happiest time in her  life 

span .  It was that Tuesday when Sunay came home he was disappointed and  he could not  in his 

control because his school management had given him a notice of termination and within month 

he had to went on leave and then he would be terminated by them. It was a great shock and he 

Sunay couldn’t bear this situation. His anger was out of control. When all members of family 

were listened the shocking news they became breathless. All elders blamed this to Sunay. They 

remembered him that they had paid ten lacks for his job and if he was losing it then how he could 

he run the family. Sunetra was listened all the conversation but not speaking a single word. On 

that night no one found on the dining table for supper.  Sunetra was also without food though her 

requirement of food is double. Everyone in the family ignore Sunay and Sunetra from the very 

day. Now she realized the reality, Sunay was the only one earner in the big family. He was a 

source of income of them. The shop which her brother-in-law and father-in-law were running 

was only a showpiece.

It had no transaction and the farce was played by them so the issue of losing Sunay’s job 

was a major, serious and sensitive. Sunay said to his wife,” I am not recognizing the reason why 

the body was insisting me to terminate. I don’t have any such serious charge or I have-not 

committed any mistake. Why the president wants to suspend me?”  Sunetra was trying to 

increase the courage, “you shall remain silent though they were saying anything to you. They 

might appoint their nearest person on your place.
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They had that right and missing it on improper person. That is my sorrow but if they were 

doing they may suffer. We will search for new opportunities. Please don’t get off we have many 

options with which the problem will be solved. ” the words of consolation and confidence 

increased his courage. Both were wise and understand one another in right way. They talked 

longtime for searching the solution of this burning issue. The night was too small to share one 

another’s feelings. Sunay realized no one in the family could understand him except his dearest 

wife Sunetra. That night became one of the unforgettable night on which the allocation on which 

such a bond build between them which will be eternal. All over the hours of darkness Sunay’s 

eyes were open. Sunetra was the shadow of her husband whose eyes forget to sleep on that night 

with the worry. When the sun rouses they realized that the sufferings stir.

That sleepless night became memorable for both. It was a symbol as both had to share 

themselves in the struggle of life and no one was their participant in bad time. At 10 o’clock 

Sunay went to his school and entered into office to sign on the muster. But the clerk on the table 

did not allow him to sign and asked him to write an application of medical it was like an order to 

go on compulsory leave. It was expected by him .he wanted to revolt but without uttering a 

single word he wrote and handover it to the concerning clerk and left the office no one came 

from staff room to speak with him because all were already threatened by the local management 

committee. He became very sad he wanted to revolt but he remembered Sunetra’s instructions 

and started towards home by his bike.  He was thinking as he was the most unfortunate man in 

the world and overwhelmed .darkness came to his eyes he even couldn’t able to see the road.

The most valuable experiences are often the most difficult experiences. The biggest 

challenge brings out the best in Sunay and Sunetra and compels them to make their best even 

better. Difficult situations were not much fun. Yet by hard working their way through them 

created great strength and value. On his way to home he had thousands of contemplations in his 

mind. Without looking any where he overtook one car and dashed on the bus that was coming 

frontage.  The speedy dash was so powerful which had thrown him on the edge of high-way. The 

bus stopped, the passers of the road gathered Sunay became unconscious his bike was badly 

crushed and found on another of street.  The bus stopped and conductor, driver and passengers 

step down and took him in bus was then running towards the government hospital. He was 

unconscious all were worrying what to do, he was serious. The people who brought him were in 
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need to know what was the name of that person, where did he live and who he was?  Someone 

informed police and they came and searched his pockets and saw a diary which contain the 

necessary information   which was sufficient to communicate with the family of injured.  They   

informed his family and school office. When Sunetra heard this she was shocked and ran towards 

the hospital with her mother-in-law, father-in-law and brother-in-law, they tried to stop and wait 

them at home. But she did not pay attention any one. She was in the hospital with them within 

fifteen minutes.  When she saw Sunay she became faint. He was admitted but the medical 

facilities were not sufficient to protect his life. All were worried; the doctor of the hospital 

referred him to place in such hospital where the facility of ventilation was available because to 

save him it was essential.  Her father-in-law and brother-in-law were discussing where they 

could shift him. Tears were continuously flowing from her eyes.  Lastly they decided to shift him 

in the renowned clinic ‘Srushrut’. Ambulance was called and Sunay was admitted.

The experience of life in this world is not something imposed on her. Life is precisely 

and reliably what she chooses to make it. She shines a genuine positive energy in her and that 

light would quickly spread beyond her. She never complains about good things and bad things. 

Which she imagines for life and expected many surprises and distractions aling her way.

For Sunetra, Life is not always well set/stable and comfortable as think of having it, to 

achieve a bit of it. Now again time require her harder and harder to make better.  Many people 

around us are dreaming of getting the picture perfect life but in life journey they often face 

setbacks. Many greats who overcame their fears and their lost capabilities to gain fame and 

respect in the world. Such was their determination and faiths in their own insight that they were 

able to make a strong comeback which world appreciate even today. Every single individual in 

this life requires facing these situations many times in their lives and Sunetra, was on the same 

diversion of critical situation on which she overtook. The darkness came to her eyes and she was 

trying to control herself because for her husband and baby in womb are most important. She 

knew no one will come to support and care her.  Her father-in-law and brother-in-law were 

discussing with doctor. Mother-in-law appeared and said.” You are responsible for my son’s 

accident and you are a woman of   evil spirit, you had already finished your mother, father, sister 

and brother is happy because he is out of your clutches. Now you want to finish my son with the 

magic you had.” With long sob she again started her endless talk with which she was blaming 
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Sunetra, for everything. Sunetra was totally puzzled for the first time she was observing such 

type of picture from her. She did not know how she had to react.  Already she was shocked. She 

was passing from a sensitive period of her life. She loved her husband very much Sunetra never 

thought about such things for which she was blamed. For her Sunay was only source of 

happiness and why she will think awful for him it was her question but in front of her  Mother-

in-law she did not utter a single word. Tears stopped to flow and with such changed behavior she 

imagined what was served for her in future. In the serious and unhygienic   condition she was 

sitting in the hospital no one in her family tried to console her and bothers to share the condition 

of Sunay. She became most unwanted person in their family sphere.

Up to evening she was sitting on the bench outside the hospital without exchange of a 

single word from other side. It was a sign of her future life which she has to face. In the night 

Sunay became conscious    and he remembered her so nurse came to call her. She became happy 

at last there was someone who called her in the family. She saw him and eyes of happiness 

flowed. He talked with her; a certain bond of love between them had bonded them. The doctor 

congratulates her and said that God had protected him in a miraculous way it might be due to the 

love which she had for him. She was extremely happy because for he was all. In the mean time 

the family members tried at their best to increase the misunderstanding between them, but now   

Sunetra, became more wise with her past experiences from own family. She never misses her 

duty to attend her husband up to the discharged from hospital. When he came home his mother 

and sister-in-law tried at their best to make him angry always they told many false to Sunay and 

troubled him. Sunetra remain silent on such occasions because for her the health of her was more 

important than anything else. She accepted the dominance of them for the sake of health of her 

partner. After a month Sunay recover his health due to treatment and proper care of his wife, 

mother, father, brother and sister-in-law. But that brutal accident changed all the life of Sunetra. 

What she had in early days of marriage became only past memories. But she was not a woman 

who lament on the household problem, she changed herself and her husband also. She took her 

care also. She restores the courage and defense in Sunay which became a cartelistic content for 

her future.

When he recovered totally she insisted him to register an educational society which would be 

used to start new school or college in future. With the Ahilyabai Holkar education society, 
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Nagpur,   he registered and a way came out to face new work and challenge. They selected 

nearest village to start new school and made primary preparation for it.

In the mean time Sunetra gave birth to a beautiful doll like daughter which brought real 

happiness becoming a mother, a wonderful experience in women’s life.   Sunay was also very 

Sunay happy with the arrival of baby but his mother, father, brother and his wife were unhappy 

they were expecting a girl child and directly they expressed their  expectation was of having a 

son instead of daughter. When Sunay and   Sunetra, Were on the peak of their contented the 

world around them were not with them. They decided as they will call their daughter by the 

name Simona. The choice of name was done by Sunay. The other were lamenting on the birth of 

girl. Again new lesson of experience was taught to them by the nearest family members. 

Sunetra’s sister came to help and assist her and with her cooperation she took care of the new 

born. Any how their hospitalization finished and she went to her sisters Suhasini’s home where 

she rest and look after her daughter. But she was away from Sunay. But for her it was a period of 

preparation for her. Those days became a planning of future. She decided she would become able 

to stand on her own feet as well as she would become a source of help to others. In her mind a 

perfect plan was ready which would become a master plan for her future. At that time she 

collected all her courage and faced the challenges in her fearlessly which come up to way. Her 

sister and her family supported very much and that period of rest became a source of next 

actions, she returned to her home after one month but there was no one to welcome the new born. 

She realized the fact of life and what she had to do the she had to decide.  Silently she did all her 

household and Sunay was with her they discussed and decided from the next academic session 

they would start a new school for girls in nearby village. Both collected their goods and pack 

them up to midnight.


